gt Groundcover
With it’s woven construction combined with it’s outstanding weed suppression and excellent water
permeability quality, gt groundcover is a leader in quality and performance. It oﬀers:
+ Unbeatable weed suppression without spraying – safer for play areas.
+ Water permeability of 15 litres per square metre per second means no puddling and helps maintain
subsoil moisture levels.
+ UV resistant – 5 year guarantee. Tested in southern European desert region. Unaﬀected by extremes of
temperature.
+ Puncture and tear resistant, making it the ideal under bark groundcover.
+ Improves presentation and correct positioning of play surfaces.
+ Re-usable over many seasons and areas. Easy to clean and maintain.
Weight: 102g/m2
Description: Woven polypropylene groundcover
Colour: Black (with red grid pattern)
Durability: Heavy weight construction allows for pedestrian and light vehicular access. Whilst still
providing high quality weed suppression performance.
Heat Resistance: Heat resistant to 1500C
Applications
A multi-purpose ground cover designed to provide weed free areas:
+ Stops bark and soil layers mixing
+ Stops harmful weeds growing into play areas
+ Designed for use in outdoor areas
+ Can be used to hold bark in one area
+ Keeps bark clean and free from mud and soil
+ Creates a ﬁrm dividing barrier to lay bark on
+ Designed to use under barked areas such as playgrounds.
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Installation and maintenance
1. It is essential that all weeds are removed/destroyed prior to installation, as Gt groundcover is a weed
suppressant and not a weed killer.
2. Gt groundcover is suitable for use on all types of ground – level, undulating and sloping. Make sure
the surface is even and free from any large or sharp stoned prior to laying.
3. simply unroll Gt groundcover on the prepared surface and peg/staple into position.
4. Gt groundcover can be joined to maintain neatness across the site.
5. Gt groundcover is virtually maintenance-free. Simply brush away debris and leaves as necessary.
Gt groundcover can be re-used over many seasons and can be moved from site to site. Simply
un-peg, clean, re-roll and re-lay following the above instructions.
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